Partitioning evapotranspiration with concurrent eddy covariance measurements in a mixed forest
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ABSTRACT

Plants have an important effect on our climate: as they assimilate atmospheric CO2 through the process of photosynthesis, they also transpire water to the atmosphere and thereby influence surface temperatures. It is, however, difficult to quantify transpiration from ecosystems due to measurement limitations. Direct eddy covariance (EC) measurements are currently the best available approach to observe interactions linked to biosphere–atmosphere CO2 and water vapor exchange. While there are well-established methods to partition CO2 fluxes into the component fluxes of photosynthesis and respiration, there is still no standardized method to partition water vapor fluxes (evapotranspiration, ET) into the component fluxes of evaporation and transpiration.

In this study, we used two years of concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements in a mixed deciduous forest in Switzerland to partition water vapor fluxes into the components of transpiration (biological) and evaporation (physical). We compare our results with transpiration from the ecosystem demographic (ED2) model as well as derived from plot-level sap flow measurements. EC-derived transpiration accounted on average for 74% of ET, emphasizing a considerably lower contribution from evaporation. EC and sap flow measurements showed mid-afternoon reductions in transpiration during periods of high vapor pressure deficit in summer. Reductions in ET and transpiration were found under limiting soil moisture conditions, while the ratio of transpiration to ET remained constant over the years due to the low and rather constant evaporation in this closed canopy forest. Stomatal regulation in response to enhanced atmospheric evaporative demand was also found under water-stressed conditions in the afternoon in summer. When comparing our EC-derived evaporation with the ED2 model, we found large discrepancies linked to the challenge of modeling evaporation in a light limited, yet variable environment below the canopy. A strong correlation was found for transpiration from ED2 with the EC-based estimates. Our results show the potential of concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements to partition ecosystem ET in forests.

1. Introduction

By assimilating carbon dioxide (CO2) through photosynthesis and releasing water vapor through transpiration, plants have an important dual effect on our climate: mitigating enhanced atmospheric CO2 concentrations and reducing surface temperatures (Anderegg et al., 2015; Humphrey et al., 2018). As atmospheric CO2 concentration increases, plants reduce the opening of their stomata, thereby reducing transpiration rates (Betts et al., 2007; Cao et al., 2010; Field et al., 1995). This reduction in plant transpiration is an additional physiological forcing on top of the radiative forcing linked to increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations, enhancing the warming of the Earth (Cao et al., 2010; Sellers et al., 1996); as plant transpiration is reduced, there is a reduction in evaporative cooling and this exacerbates the increase in surface temperatures (e.g. Wolf et al., 2016). Warmer and dryer climatic conditions can also lead to earlier plant senescence, thus...
Further reducing plant transpiration (Zavaleta et al., 2003). On the other hand, an increase in CO₂ concentration can also have a vegetation fertilization effect, leading to increased foliage area and thereby enhancing photosynthesis (Keenan et al., 2013; Piao et al., 2007). There is ongoing debate on how these contrasting effects will influence our climate particularly in forest ecosystems, where transpiration is an important flux of water between the trees and the atmosphere (Schlesinger and Jasechko, 2014).

Ecosystem transpiration is, however, difficult to measure. Due to the overlap of the interests of different disciplines linked to transpiration, various methodologies coming from hydrology, micrometeorology and ecophysiology are used to quantify transpiration or more often, evapotranspiration (ET) (i.e., the combination of plant transpiration, plant evaporation and soil evaporation). These methodologies differ in the components they are measuring (i.e. transpiration or evaporation or evapotranspiration), and in their temporal (i.e. seconds to annual budget) and spatial scales (i.e., leaf to watershed) (Wilson et al., 2001). Soil water budgets (e.g. Cuenca et al., 1997; Eastham et al., 1988; Jaeger and Kessler, 1997) can be used to estimate the total ET from the soil through a balance of water inputs and outputs into the soil, where ET is the remaining unknown (Nolz et al., 2014). Similarly, catchment water budgets (e.g. Bosch and Hewlett, 1982) provide an annual integrated assessment of ET for entire catchments. These budget approaches tend to be relatively inexpensive; however, ET sums derived from hydrological water balances are limited in their ability to inform on biophysical controls at shorter timescales and do not allow the partitioning of ET (Baldocchi and Ryu, 2011). Sap flow measurements (e.g. Smith and Allen, 1996) provide mechanistic details linked to plant transpiration on short temporal scales (i.e., seconds), thereby allowing an understanding of the physiological and environmental controls of transpiration at the plant level (Wullschleger et al., 1998). This plant-level transpiration then needs to be scaled up to the ecosystem level based on allometry and a detailed knowledge of the forest composition and structure, however often resulting in large uncertainties (e.g. Rouspard et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2001). Above canopy eddy covariance (EC) measurements (Baldocchi et al., 1988) quantify the total ET from the ecosystem (i.e. vegetation and soil), at scales ranging from typically a few 100 m² in croplands up to 1 km² or more in forests. Although the EC technique measures CO₂ and H₂O exchange simultaneously, only a very small fraction of the efforts within the FLUXNET community has been focused on the water fluxes (Baldocchi and Ryu, 2011). Moreover, while there are well-established methods to partition CO₂ fluxes from EC into the component fluxes of photosynthesis and respiration (e.g. Lasslop et al., 2010; Reichstein et al., 2005), there is currently no standardized method to partition water vapor fluxes into evaporation and transpiration.

In forest ecosystems, concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements can be used to partition the CO₂ and H₂O flux contributions coming from the soil and understory vegetation to the net ecosystem flux measured above canopy (e.g. Black et al., 1996; Misson et al., 2007; Paul-Limoges et al., 2017; Scott et al., 2003). However, only a few studies have partitioned the below canopy contribution for ET. Below canopy ET has been found to range from 10 to 38% of the ecosystem ET (Baldocchi and Vogel, 1996; Black et al., 1996; Constantin et al., 1999; Jarosz et al., 2008; Kilinc et al., 2013; Launiainen et al., 2005), this range being highly influenced by the amount of energy reaching the ground surface of the forest (i.e., the canopy cover). Even fewer studies thus far have attempted to simply use fluxes from below and above canopy to estimate the contribution from the trees (Black et al., 1996; Rouspard et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2001). With some of the initial EC measurements at the boreal aspen site in Canada, Black et al. (1996) were the first to introduce the concept of using below and above canopy EC measurements to partition the tree component, by simply subtracting the curves for below and above canopy net CO₂ exchange. With regards to tree transpiration, Rouspard et al. (2006) and Wilson et al. (2001) used below and above canopy EC to estimate tree transpiration and compared their results with other approaches. Rouspard et al. (2006) partitioned the transpiration from a simple architecture, open canopy, row crop coconut palm plantation with high aerodynamic mixing and showed a good agreement with transpiration derived from sap flow measurements. Similarly, Wilson et al. (2001) partitioned transpiration in an uneven-aged mixed deciduous forest in the Southeastern United States and found good agreement on the magnitude of annual ET when compared to a catchment balance approach. Yet, despite these two pioneer studies, the use of below canopy measurements has still not been widely applied to partition tree transpiration due mostly to 1) micrometeorological limitations below the canopy and 2) the ambiguity linked to the ET derived for the canopy being not only transpiration, but also including evaporation of the water intercepted by the canopy.

In this study, we are using two years of concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements to partition ET into evaporation and transpiration in a mixed deciduous forest in Switzerland to partition ET into evaporation and transpiration. We develop on the previous approaches using below and above canopy EC measurements in forests and suggest improvements for the known limitations. We compare our results with transpiration modeled from the ecosystem demographic model (ED2) as well as with plot-level sap flow measurements. We develop a systematic approach to use concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements to partition transpiration in forest ecosystems.

2. Methods

2.1. Research site

The Lägeren temperate mixed forest site (47°28’42” N, 8°21’52” E, 682 m a.s.l.) is located on the relatively steep (average 24’) south-facing slope of the Lägeren mountain, approximately 15 km northwest of the city of Zurich in Switzerland. The Lägeren forest is characterized by a relatively high species diversity and a complex canopy structure, with European beech (Fagus sylvatica L., 40%), ash (Fraxinus excelsior L., 19%), sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus L., 13%), European silver fir (Abies alba Mill., 8%), large-leaved linden (Tilia platyphyllos, 8%) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst., 4%) as the dominant species. The mean tree height of dominant trees is 30.6 m (Etzold et al., 2011) and the understory vegetation is dominated by wild garlic (Allium ursinum L.) of a maximum height of 0.4 m during spring and early summer (March to June). The open space between the top of the understory vegetation and the bottom of the overstory canopy is about 15 m. The main soil type is a well-drained haplic cambisol. Mean annual temperature is 7.4°C, and mean annual precipitation is 1000 mm (Etzold et al., 2011). The site is part of the Swiss Air Quality Monitoring Network (NABEL) since 1986 and of the Swiss FluxNet since 2004 (www.swissfluxnet.ch).

2.2. Meteorological measurements

Above canopy measurements of climatic variables were made at a height of 47 m. Air temperature was measured using a temperature probe (Rotronic MP101A, Bassersdorf, Switzerland) inside a radiation shield. Global radiation was measured using a CRN 1 four-way net radiometer (Kipp & Zonen B.V., Delft, The Netherlands). Soil temperature and water content were measured at depths of 10, 20, and 30 cm using Decagon ECH2O EC-20 probes (Pullman, WA, USA). Measurements were controlled and stored by a data logger (CR10X, Campbell Scientific Inc., Loughborough, UK); measurements were made every 30 s and output averaged every 10 min. Small gaps (< 2 h) in the meteorological time series were gap-filled by interpolation, and larger gaps were filled using mean diurnal variations based on a 14-day moving window. The National Air Pollution Monitoring Network (NABEL) provided precipitation data measured at 47 m height on the same tower at a 10-min resolution.
2.3. Eddy covariance measurements

Turbulent fluxes of water vapor were measured continuously below and above the canopy in 2014 and 2015 using the eddy covariance (EC) technique (Paul-Limoges et al., 2017). The below canopy EC system was at a height of 1.5 m above the soil surface, while the above canopy EC system was at a height of 47 m. The below canopy EC system was within the main footprint of the above canopy EC system. The EC instrumentation at each level consisted of an open-path infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) (model LI-7500, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) and a three-dimensional ultrasonic anemometer–thermometer (models HS (above) and R3 (below), Gill Instruments Ltd., Lymington, UK). EC measurements were made at a frequency of 20 Hz. The statistical quality of the raw time series was assessed before flux calculations following Vickers and Mahrt (1997). Raw high-frequency data were rejected if (1) spikes accounted for more than 1% of the time series, (2) more than 10% of available data points were statistically different from the overall trend in the half-hour period, (3) raw data values were outside a plausible range, or (4) window dirtiness of the IRGA sensor exceeded 80%. Only raw data that passed all quality tests were used for flux calculations.

Half-hourly fluxes of $H_2O$ were calculated using the EddyPro software (v6.1.0, LI-COR Inc., USA). Frequency response corrections were applied to raw fluxes, accounting for high-pass (Moncrieff et al., 2005) and low-pass filtering (Horst, 1997). Spectral corrections were applied to the ET fluxes prior to the WPL correction (Webb et al., 1980). Delays were calculated using the covariance maximization procedure, consisting of the determination of the time lag that maximizes the covariance of two variables, within a window of plausible time lags (see for e.g. Fan et al. (1990)). A conventional two-dimensional coordinate rotation was applied, as this was found to be the best suited rotation for the Lägeren site (Göckede et al., 2008). Half-hourly averaged fluxes were rejected if (1) $H_2O$ fluxes were outside a physically plausible range, (2) the steady-state test statistic was outside the range $± 30\%$ (Poken et al., 2005), or (3) the integral turbulence characteristic test was outside the $± 30\%$ range (Poken et al., 2005). Small gaps ($< 2$ h) in the half-hourly flux time series were gap-filled by interpolation, and larger gaps were filled using mean diurnal variations based on a 14-day moving window. The vapor pressure deficit (VPD) was derived from the EC measurements, as the difference between the actual water vapor pressure and its saturation value.

2.4. Partitioning transpiration from EC measurements

Concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements were used to partition ET at the Lägeren mixed forest. Conceptually, above canopy EC systems measure the integrated total ET from the forest, while the below canopy EC systems measure the contribution from the soil and understory vegetation (Fig. 1). In general, ET from the below canopy layer is composed of soil evaporation and understory plant transpiration (if present), while the canopy layer is composed predominantly of tree transpiration and evaporation from the trees, especially following rain events (Fig. 1). It is important to note that transpiration has a physiological (biological) source while evaporation has a physical source. The importance of the evaporation and transpiration components below and above the canopy depends on the ecosystem and time of year. Fig. 2 illustrates the relative importance of the ET components over the course of a year at the Lägeren mixed forest site.

The below canopy EC measurements can therefore be used to remove the contribution from the soil and understory vegetation from the total ET measured for the forest, allowing to partition the contribution from the trees (i.e., $ET_{tree} = ET_{above} − ET_{below}$). However, although the two studies thus far that have estimated transpiration have shown good results (Rousset et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2001), there are still important limitations linked to the coupling of the layers (Jocher et al., 2017; Paul-Limoges et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2013), counter-gradient transport below the canopy (Denmead and Bradley, 1985) and evaporation within the canopy that need to be taken into account to improve the accuracy of the transpiration derived. The following section will explain the steps needed to ensure that this conceptual approach is reliable to partition transpiration at an EC site with concurrent below and above measurements.

2.4.1. Coupling assessment

When using concurrent below and above canopy EC systems, assessing the coupling of both layers is essential to ensure reliable conclusions can be made. A previous study using the below and above canopy EC systems to study CO$_2$ fluxes at the Lägeren site found that the site was subject to decoupling under full canopy closure, thereby leading to errors in the CO$_2$ fluxes reported when measured using only above canopy (Paul-Limoges et al., 2017). Similarly, other studies using concurrent below and above canopy EC systems have also found that decoupling occurred at their sites once below canopy EC measurements were added (Jocher et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2013). Different stability and turbulence-based indices (e.g. Richardson number, TKE, $u^+$, $\alpha_w$) can be used to assess the coupling of the below and above canopy layers depending on the research sites. At the Lägeren site, the best coupling indicator was found to be the standard deviation of the vertical wind velocity ($\alpha_w$) (Paul-Limoges et al., 2017), as the relationship between $\alpha_w$ below and above canopy is linear when the layers are coupled (Jocher et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2013). In order to determine the onset and end of the decoupled period, a 5-day moving window was used to determine the change in the linearity of the $\alpha_w$ relationship (for more details see Paul-Limoges et al., 2017).

2.4.2. Downward moving eddies below the canopy (counter-gradient transport)

Although most eddies tend to be moving upward, there is the possibility below the canopy that some eddies will be coming downward due to counter-gradient transport (e.g. Denmead and Bradley, 1985), either from above the canopy or from the bottom of the canopy crowns. Such downward eddies lead to biases in the below canopy contributions, as they appear as negative water fluxes (i.e. condensation), and therefore, need to be removed from the time series. In order to assess for such conditions, we used two criteria: isolate times (1) when the measured below canopy ET fluxes are negative ($w$ is downward) and (2)
when the measured below canopy temperature is above the dew point temperature, i.e. when condensation should not occur. As such conditions often represent very short time periods, the gaps can be filled by interpolation.

2.4.3. Removing the contribution of evaporation from the trees

As Fig. 1 indicates, although the water fluxes coming from the trees tend to be dominated by transpiration, there is also a small portion of water that can be evaporated from leaf surfaces. Accounting for the evaporation from the trees often leads to uncertainties in the transpiration derived using below canopy measurements. In order to remove the tree evaporation contribution, two main measurement-based approaches can be applied (1) using leaf wetness sensors or (2) removing periods following rain events. As we did not have leaf wetness sensors, we removed periods after rain events greater or equal to 0.1 mm, which in our case suggested 7% of evaporation from the trees over the two years, assuming that following rain events no transpiration would occur since relative humidity is close to 100% and therefore, there is no water potential for transpiration (i.e., the water on the leaf surface will evaporate first). Removing periods after rain events, however, leads to some uncertainties in tree evaporation estimates, as the duration of the canopy wetness is unknown. To reduce this uncertainty, vertical profiles of leaf wetness sensors could be used to characterise the drying of the canopy, as the different canopy layers will often dry at different rates. In addition, interception models (e.g. Rutter et al. (1971)) could be used in combination with throughfall or stemflow measurements to bound the uncertainties in interception.

2.5. Comparison of transpiration derived with different approaches

In this section, we compare the approach using concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements with other approaches for transpiration (Table 1).

2.5.1. Sap flow measurements

Constant heat flow sensors (SFS2 Type M, UP Ibbenbüren, Germany) were used to measure 16 trees in total, based on the method described by Granier (1985, 1987). One sap flow sensor consisted of two copper-constantan thermocouple needles (20 mm length); the upper needle was constantly heated and the temperature gradient between the two needles was recorded. The needles were installed vertically at breast height one above the other separated by a distance of 12.5 cm. High xylem sap velocities implied a faster transport of heat and consequently, a smaller temperature difference between the two needles. Sap flow sensors were installed on four trees of four different species (beech, ash, maple and spruce; 16 trees in total). However, the sap flow sensors on the beech trees, the main species, during the two years of this study were found to be faulty and therefore, could not be used. Two sap flow sensors were installed on each tree, one facing north and the other one facing south. Sap flow sensors were covered with a bubble warp aluminum foil to protect them from rain and influences from air temperature fluctuations. Sap flow data were collected in 2014 and 2015 at 10-min intervals and then averaged half-hourly. Sap flow rates were calculated after Granier (1985, 1987) and for each tree the sap flow rates from north and south sensors were averaged to minimize potential thermal effects of sunshine.

2.5.2. Physiological modeling (ED2 model)

In the Ecosystem Demography model version 2 (ED2), the transpiration fluxes are calculated as part of the photosynthesis model, as described in further detail in Medvigy et al. (2009) and Longo et al. (2019b). The photosynthesis model derives from Farquhar et al. (1980) and Collatz et al. (1991), in which the leaf-level net primary productivity (NPP) and transpiration for each group of plants is constrained by the maximum electron transport rate (which depends mostly on the light availability) and the maximum ability of Rubisco to perform the carboxylase function (primarily a function of temperature). In addition, both NPP and transpiration rates are limited by stomatal conductance. In ED2, stomatal conductance is solved based on the formulation proposed by Leuning (1995) that accounts for both the leaf-level NPP and the supply of CO₂ and water vapor, the latter being a function of VPD. In addition, stomatal conductance is down-regulated depending on the amount of plant available soil moisture, defined as the amount of water in excess of the wilting point in the plants rooting zone (Medvigy et al., 2009). Because NPP and stomatal conductance are interdependent, they are solved simultaneously in ED2 (Longo et al., 2019b). Importantly, both the stand NPP and the stand transpiration are obtained by aggregating each individual tree's NPP and transpiration, and the individual tree's fluxes account for their size (e.g. short trees have shallow rooting depths), their position relative to

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent EC measurements</td>
<td>Continuously measured ET, ecosystem-level, partitioned T and E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sap flow measurements</td>
<td>Sap flow measured, tree-level, inferred T given representative sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological modeling (ED2)</td>
<td>Modeled based on site climate and vegetation structure (biomass, tree heights, species)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other trees (e.g. shorter trees will be shaded by taller trees and thus their NPP and transpiration will more likely to be light-limited), and the number of trees in the immediate vicinity (i.e. densely populated patches of forest will experience stronger competition for water than sparsely populated patches, even when soil water content is the same). Additional details on input variables and processes involved in ED2 can be found in Longo et al. (2019a) and Longo et al. (2019b).

3. Results

3.1. Environmental conditions

The 2014 growing season (mid-May to beginning of October) was cooler and wetter, with a mean air temperature of 14.0 °C and 401 mm of rain, compared to the 2015 growing season that had a mean air temperature of 15.6 °C and 252 mm of rain (Fig. 3a and d; Table 2). The contrast between both growing seasons was mostly due to an extended heat wave characterised by low precipitation, high global radiation and high temperatures during the 2015 summer (Fig. 3). Vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and global radiation (Rg) were higher during the 2015 growing season than in 2014 (Fig. 3b). Soil water content at 10-cm depth decreased to 10% in July 2015, being similarly low across depths throughout the soil profile (Fig. 3c). Although air temperature and global radiation decreased after the peak of the heat wave in July–August 2015, soil volumetric water content remained low throughout the fall until November (Fig. 3c). Annual total precipitation was 11% greater during the year 2014 with 1097 mm compared to 977 mm in 2015 (MeteoSwiss station Baden; Table 2), with the end of June-beginning of July period having no precipitation (Fig. 3d).

3.2. Evapotranspiration from eddy covariance measurements

Above canopy annual total evapotranspiration (ET) was slightly greater (8%) in 2014 with 931 mm compared to 863 mm in 2015 (Table 2), in part due to the sharper decrease in ET in August 2015 from the limiting moisture conditions due to the hydrological drought following the meteorological drought from June-July 2015 (Fig. 4). Average above canopy ET was low (<1 mm d⁻¹) during the cold winter months (November to February) (Fig. 4). For both 2014 and 2015, above canopy ET started increasing in March and April, before the leaf-out of the deciduous trees in mid-May, due in part to the contribution from the evergreen coniferous trees (Fig. 4). Below canopy ET was consistently low in 2014 and 2015 (Fig. 4) due to the low amount of energy and water available for evaporation at the ground surface. Indeed, average values (based on 7-day running mean) of below canopy ET were always below 0.7 mm (Fig. 4). Higher rates of below canopy ET were found in March–April during the growing season of the wild garlic due to the understory transpiration before leaf emergence of the deciduous canopy (Fig. 4). In some instances, negative below canopy ET values were recorded either due to condensation or to the downward movement of eddies from the canopy (Fig. 4).

Above canopy ET increased from April to June, remained high in summer (>0.4 mm h⁻¹ in June to August) and started decreasing again in September (Fig. 5). Compared to 2014, reductions in above canopy
Fig. 4. Evapotranspiration (ET, mm d$^{-1}$) as measured with the eddy covariance systems above (green) and below (brown) the canopy in 2014 and 2015. The dots represent daily averages and the lines are 7-day running means. The shaded green rectangles represent the period the deciduous trees have leaves (active canopy growing season). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Mean diurnal evapotranspiration (ET) as measured with the eddy covariance systems above (green) and below (brown) the canopy in 2014 (solid lines) and in 2015 (dotted lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
ET were observed in August and September 2015 linked to a hydrological drought (Fig. 5e and f). In contrast, below canopy ET was highest in April (Fig. 5) due to (1) the presence of active understory vegetation transpiring and (2) the greater amount of energy reaching the soil surface before canopy closure. Reductions in above canopy ET were found in the afternoon with sharper decreases starting around 13:00 during June to August (Fig. 5).

3.3. Transpiration derived from concurrent EC measurements

Transpiration (T) was partitioned from the total ET flux based on the approach outlined in Section 2.4. Tree T was low in April, coming mostly from the active evergreen trees (Figs. 6 and 7). T increased in May with leaf-out, was highest in June–July and reduced with senescence in August–September (Figs. 6 and 7). In 2015, the reduction in T and ET occurred earlier in August due to the limiting moisture conditions (Fig. 6). Reductions in T were found in the afternoon with sharper decreases starting around 13:00 during June to August (Fig. 5).

ET were observed in August and September 2015 linked to a hydrological drought (Fig. 5e and f). In contrast, below canopy ET was highest in April (Fig. 5) due to (1) the presence of active understory vegetation transpiring and (2) the greater amount of energy reaching the soil surface before canopy closure. Reductions in above canopy ET were found in the afternoon with sharper decreases starting around 13:00 during June to August (Fig. 5).

3.3. Transpiration derived from concurrent EC measurements

Transpiration (T) was partitioned from the total ET flux based on the approach outlined in Section 2.4. Tree T was low in April, coming mostly from the active evergreen trees (Figs. 6 and 7). T increased in May with leaf-out, was highest in June–July and reduced with senescence in August–September (Figs. 6 and 7). In 2015, the reduction in T and ET occurred earlier in August due to the limiting moisture conditions (Fig. 6). Reductions in T were found in the afternoon with sharper decreases starting around 13:00 during June to August, and especially in August 2015 (Fig. 7). Soil evaporation (E) was low in general, with average values consistently below 1 mm d⁻¹, and correcting for counter-gradient transport depended on weather conditions (Fig. 6). The correction for counter-gradient transport increased the cumulated annual below canopy E by 35 mm (20%) in 2014 and 52 mm (30%) in 2015.

As a result of the drought conditions in 2015, annual total T was greater in 2014 (687 mm) compared to 2015 (642 mm) (Table 2). Despite the reductions in late summer ET and T in 2015, T represented a similar fraction of ET with 74% in 2014 and in 2015 (Table 2), ranging from 60% in winter to 90% in summer (Fig. 6b). T also represented a similar fraction of precipitation with 63% in 2014 and 66% in 2015 (Table 2). The conservation in T/ET and T/P ratios between 2014 and 2015, despite the reductions in T and ET, was due to the small and rather invariant amount of summer E from this closed canopy forest.

3.4. Comparison of the transpiration derived with different approaches

When compared with the ED2 model, transpiration was similar, although the ED2 model suggested a faster decrease in transpiration in July and August than what occurred at the site (Fig. 8), likely due to an overestimation of water stress. Overall, ED2 consistently predicted an earlier senescence over the years than what the EC measurements indicated in our mixed forest (Figure S1), possibly due to the parameterized stomatal conductance that is too sensitive to changes in VPD when soils are dry. The ED2 model captured well the diurnal dynamics in T for the site, although with a slight overestimation in April and underestimation in July and August (Fig. 8). When comparing the diurnal cycles from the ED2 model to the T derived from the EC measurements, a faster decrease in T from EC measurements could be seen in the afternoon during May to August, occurring on average about three hours earlier than if only driven by the sun angle (Fig. 8), due to limitations imposed by the VPD. Additional ED2 simulations for beech trees showed that the model predicts a constantly lower T on a diurnal basis under water-stressed conditions, while higher T rates were observed, although sometimes with an afternoon depression when water is less limiting (Figure S2). Overall, the T partitioned from the hourly EC measurements had a strong correlation ($R^2 = 0.78$) to that modeled with ED2 (Figure S3). However, E was constantly overestimated under full canopy closure in ED2 (Figure S1).

Sap flow measurements showed a moderate correlation with the transpiration partitioned from the EC measurements in 2014 ($R^2 = 0.42$) and in 2015 ($R^2 = 0.58$), with similar seasonal dynamics (Fig. 9). Due to the large number of species at the Lägeren site and to some of the sap flow sensors being defective during our study period, it was however not possible to compute a transpiration estimate for the
The sap flow measurements also provided additional insights on species-specific T as well as stress related dynamics. In April, only spruce trees were actively transpiring before the leaf-out of the deciduous trees (Fig. 10a). In May, all species started transpiring more actively, although this increase was greater in 2015, with sometimes more than twice the amount of sap flow (Fig. 10b). In June, spruce trees were
found to have lower sap flow than ash and maple trees, and all species showed signs of midday to afternoon depression, with sharper reductions in sap flow in the afternoon (Fig. 10c). Tree-level sap flow was higher and occurred about three hours earlier in July 2015 than in July 2014, probably due to the high VPD and solar radiation in 2015 leading to a reduction in the afternoon (Fig. 10d). A similar pattern was observed in August, with an asymmetrical diurnal shape, shifted towards the morning (Fig. 10e). This pattern was especially found for individual ash trees. In September, all species had a lower sap flow except spruce that increased again, after the deciduous trees became less active (Fig. 10f). This seasonality in the different species transpiring can also be seen in Figure S4. Interestingly, the spruce trees had a marked reduction in sap flow during the peak for ash and maple trees in 2014, while in 2015 their transpiration stayed rather constant over the growing season (Figure S4).

4. Discussion

4.1. Using concurrent below and above EC measurements to partition water fluxes

Concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements enabled us to derive a continuous time series of partitioned T and E for our mixed forest, something only few other direct measurements at ecosystem-level can currently do otherwise. At the Lägeren mixed forest, T was found to represent on average 74% of ET (ranging from 60% in winter to 90% in summer under full canopy closure), emphasizing a considerably lower contribution from E. This high contribution of T of ET at the Lägeren mixed forest site arises from the closed canopy and dry soil in summer leaving little energy and water at the ground surface for evaporation. The haplic cambisol soil is also well-drained leading to the water percolating to the lower layers rather than being lost to the atmosphere. This T/ET proportion is at the higher end of a previously reported range of 40 to 86% by Schlesinger and Jasechko (2014) in temperate deciduous forests, while Wei et al. (2017) found a global average of 84% for broadleaved forests with an LAI of 6. Mid-afternoon reductions in T were found during periods of high VPD and low soil water content in summer as shown by both the EC (Fig. 7) and sap flow.
(Fig. 10) measurements. A similar pattern had been previously measured at the site with top-of-canopy sun-induced fluorescence (SIF), an indicator of the photosynthetic activity in photosystem II, where afternoon depressions in SIF had been linked to high VPD under low soil water content (Paul-Limoges et al., 2018). The afternoon depression in transpiration is also consistent with previous studies for example from Granier (1987) that showed midday to afternoon depressions in sap flow in a Douglas-fir forest subject to drought conditions, the depressions increasing as the drought progressed. Similarly, Roupsard et al. (2006) showed a dampening in potential variations in canopy T due to stomatal closure under a high VPD during the warm season in a tropical coconut palm plantation. Despite pronounced differences in environmental conditions during the two observed years, T remained a constant fraction of ET and precipitation in our mixed forest, due to the low and rather constant E below the canopy. Stomatal regulation was also found during summer afternoons in response to enhanced atmospheric evaporative demand in order to mitigate water-stress related damage (i.e. cavitation).

4.2. Comparison with other approaches

The use of concurrent below and above canopy EC measurements in this study agreed relatively well with E and T predicted by the ED2 model, and with sap flow measurements, although it also highlighted some important differences. As mentioned in the introduction, T is difficult to measure at the ecosystem-level, however there are many models currently available that estimate T. Such models are usually based on one (or a combination) of the following basis: (1) water balance, (2) energy balance and (3) physiology. In this study, we compared our results with the ED2 model that is based on vegetation physiology. The ED2 model could well resolve the diurnal scale of T from our mixed forest (Fig. 8), as the model is based on physiology combining equations from Farquhar et al. (1980), Leuning (1995) and Collatz et al. (1991). ED2 however consistently predicted too rapid reductions in T due to stomatal closure under a high VPD during the warm season in a tropical coconut palm plantation. Despite pronounced differences in environmental conditions during the two observed years, T remained a constant fraction of ET and precipitation in our mixed forest, due to the low and rather constant E below the canopy. Stomatal regulation was also found during summer afternoons in response to enhanced atmospheric evaporative demand in order to mitigate water-stress related damage (i.e. cavitation).

4.3. Limitations of the approach with concurrent EC measurements

The approach based on concurrent EC measurements used in this study requires that the turbulence below the canopy is sufficient for the EC measurements to be accurate. Therefore, this method can only be applied at forest sites with sufficient trunk space between the ground surface and the bottom of the tree canopies to allow for turbulence, otherwise the below canopy measurements will be unreliable. Thomas et al. (2013) showed that below canopy measurements could be used even in dense forests subject to decoupling to correct the above canopy CO2 fluxes with the below canopy CO2 fluxes, and a similar approach could be used for water. Furthermore, water fluxes are not as affected as by the nighttime systematic biases due to low turbulence that have a large influence on the CO2 flux measurements, as ET is minimal at night (Moncrieff et al., 1996). At sites where the below canopy environment is not turbulent enough, lysimeters could possibly be used as an alternative to partition E from the soil, although with the limitations imposed from the area measured and the roots biasing the measurements.

Wilson and Meyers (2001) estimated that the errors associated with below canopy measurements of water vapor flux are in the order of 10%. Evidently, special care should be taken regarding the positioning of the EC system below the canopy with regards to the structural obstacles in the proximity affecting the turbulence field. Some studies have shown similar characteristics of spectra and co-spectra below and above the canopy, with spectral peaks occurring at similar natural frequency (e.g. Launiainen et al., 2005; Roupsard et al., 2006), indicating that the turbulence above the canopy was driving the one below. Remaining uncertainties are linked to the downward movement of eddies, which contaminate the below canopy measurements and lead to biases, although such periods can be identified and accounted for based on the methods described in Section 2.4.2. It can however be expected that as the counter-gradient transport (Denmead and Bradley, 1985) increases in the below canopy environment, so will the uncertainty associated with the below canopy measurements and thus, with the transpiration derived.

4.4. Towards better measurements of ecosystem transpiration

With plant T accounting for 60–80% of terrestrial ET, there is no doubt that terrestrial vegetation is a dominant force in the global water cycle (Schlesinger and Jasechko, 2014). As temperature increases and more extreme droughts are expected to occur, it is still unclear in which direction T will evolve in our ecosystems; for example, will the stomata close to reduce water losses (warming effect) or will the atmosphere be able to hold more water vapor and therefore stimulate a cooling effect from increased T (Cao et al., 2010). Overall levels of tree stress and forest disturbances are expected to increase beyond any historic values (Trumbore et al., 2015) and forest responses to these new stresses are not known yet. In order to understand these forest response dynamics and inform models, measurements at ecosystem-level are needed to quantify changes in T.

Nearly all land surface models provide T or E predictions, but without any measurement validations, these predictions are largely unconstrained. Recently, new modeling approaches have been suggested at EC sites to partition ET based on the Penman–Monteith model where ecosystem conductances are decomposed into soil and canopy conductances (Li et al., 2019), based on optimality principles (Pérez-Priego et al., 2018) or based on water use efficiency derived from the coupling of gross primary production and T (Nelson et al., 2018). Other studies have suggested to partition global ET using the relationship between T/ET and LAI for different ecosystems.
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